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Weather
High 25°
Low 20°

BRIEFLY Bush stresses 'no
surprises' summit
Campus
Efforts awarded: David

Lombardo, assistant professor in
aerotechnoloey recently received the
1989 Midwest Region Journalism
Award for his book, "Aircraft
Systems: Understanding Your
Airplane." Lomabardo received the
award in the category of
technical/training aviation for his
first book and was chosen as a main
selection by the Aviation Book Club
when it was published last year by
TAB Books Die.
Lomabardo is a former
contributing editor of Private Pilot
Magazine, and former editor of
Simulation Newsletter and is
currently is news editor for Images:
The Image Society Newsletter.
Curtain goes up: The BGSU
Theatre production of Painting
Churches" opens this evening in the
Joe E. Brown Theatre about a
successful young artist comingto
terms with her aging parents. The
show will begin at 8 tonight through
Sunday. Also, a matinee performance
is scheduled for Dec. 3 at 2 p.m.
Reserved tickets are $3 each. For
ticket reservations, call the box office
at 372-2719.

Nation
Crane crash: A crane
elummeted from the 16th story of a
iiilding under construction Tuesday
in San Francisco, flattening a school
van, several cars and smashing into
an office building across the street.
At least five people were killed, 21
injured and five left missing,
authorities said.
In the aftermath of the accident
that rained concrete and twisted steel
on one of the busiest intersections in
the financial district, a prosecutor
said criminal negligence charges
twice previously nad been filed
against theproject's general
contractor for accidents on Los
Angeles construction sites.
Screenings fraudulent: A
U.S. health official called Monday for
federal regulation of all cholesterol
screenings not conducted by health
care professionals, saving booths in
shopping malls and other public
settings can be inaccurate and spread
infections such as AIDS and hepatitis.
Richard Kusserow, inspector
general at the Department of Health
and Human Services, said testers at
these screenings frequently disregard
basic rules of hygiene in collecting
blood samples and often are poorly
trained to operate the
cholesterol-measuring devices.
"I do not think it is conducive to
good medical benefit to have in this
carnival-like atmosphere untrained
people engaging in a procedure which
has some risk to public health from
infection," he told a House
subcommittee.
He added that people who are tested
"are going to try to depend on these
results, and the results, in fact, are
not very accurate."
Kusserow said he is concerned that
public cholesterol screenings are
growing in popularity and that they
are often used by entrepreneurs as a
marketing strategy to promote
Eroducts or by stores to increase
affic.

World
Tower to close: In Pisa, Italy,

the top government commission for
public works suggested Tuesday the
famed teaninglbwer of Pisa be closed
for restoration work. The
recommendation by the Superior
Council of Public works was passed
along to Parliament, which must
make the final decision.
Experts recently have voiced alarm
about decay in the 162-foot tower,
completed between 1360 and 1370.
Local officials counter that the
monument, which attracts thousands
of tourists every month, is not in any
immediate danger.
The commission did not say it could
collapse. It said the closure would
allow conservation work to begin.
Its tilt has been increasing by an
average 0.047 inches a year since
measurements began in 1918. It has
remained open to tourists, even
through World WarH.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

by Terence Hunt
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — President Bush
sought to reassure European allies
Tuesday about his summit with Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev, promising "I'm not going to surprise
them" with any agreement to cut nuclear weapons or reduce U.S. troops
overseas.
Bush said he and Gorbachev may
discuss possible military cutbacks "in
a general way" when they meet off
the coast of Malta on Saturday and
Sunday.
But he added, "In writing, I have
made clear to Mr. Gorbachev — in my
handwriting, so he knows it comes
from me, not the bureaucracy — that
this is not a summit for arms control
agreement."
He said it was very important for
the allies to know "I'm not going to go
off and prematurely jump out there
and try to grandstand by committing
them to something. That's not the way
you keep an alliance strong."
After the two-day summit, Bush
will fly to Brussels on Dec. 4 to brief
NATO leaders on the discussions.
The allies were aghast to learn in
1987 that then-President Reagan and
Gorbachev had come close to a deal at
a summit in Reykjavik to abolish all
nuclear weapons in spite of the fact
that NATO regards some of those
arms as vital to deter Soviet attack.
Now, with the collapse of hard-line
communist regimes in Eastern
Europe, and massive budget deficits
in the United States, the Bush administration is considering major cutbacks in troops and weapons.
Gorbachev is facing similar pressures at home.
However, Bush said, "There are no
arms control proposals" for the
summit.
"So the surprise will be, if you're
looking for a surprise, there won't be
a surprise. That may come as a surprise, he said.
He said there had been "frantic
speculation" and "hyped speculation" that the superpowers would
reach a deal on arms or troops.
"Now if we want to talk in a general
way with the Soviet leaders about our
aspirations for how a defense system
will look 10 years from now, of course,
we'll do that, we want to do that,"
Bush said.
In particular, Bush said, he would

like to talk with the Soviets about curtailing their defense spending.
"But that's not what I'm referring
to when I talk about euphoric expectations of some deal, Bush said.
"There isn't going to be such a deal. It
takes two to make a deal."
Separately, the State Department
said the United States has little interest in a possible Soviet proposal to restrict naval power.
"The Soviet Union, a land power,
would be less constrained by such
proposals," said State Department
spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler.
"We are not aware of naval arms control measures that enhance stability."

"In writing, I have
made clear to Mr.
Gorbachev — in my
handwriting, so he
knows it comes from
me, not the
bureaucracy — that
this is not a summit for
arms control
agreement."
-George Bush, President
of the United States
Despite criticism at home that he
has reacted too cautiously to changes
sweeping Eastern Europe, Bush said
his approach was solidly supported by
NATO leaders.
Saying he had consulted with each
NATO chief. Bush said, "I don't want
to sound sell-centered here but almost
every one of those leaders told me,
'We think the United States is handling this properly. We appreciate the
way you're handling these changes,
the prudent approach you are
taking.'"
Moreover, Bush said, it should be
the people of Eastern Europe who
lead the way toward change. "It
doesn't come from somebody halfway
across the world dictating how fast
change should be or what change
should encompass."
Bush also promised that he would
Cress Gorbachev at the summit over
le behavior of Moscow's Central
American allies.

BG News/John Potter

Christmas Crafts
Sophomores Kelley Burney and Peggy Wirtz browse through the crafts at the UAO-sponsored "Mrs. Claus' Closet" Tuesday afternoon. The holiday craft show, which features handcrafted toys, jewelry and clothing, will be in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
today 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. and Thursday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

New activism Alpha Delta Pi loses active
encouraged status after Rush problems
byCoughlin
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

A "new student activism" is on the rise at the University, Undergraduate Student Government President Kevin Coughlin told members of the Peace Coalition and the Progressive Student Organization
Tuesday night.
"More and more groups are banding together and
working together. It's an activism where students
guard their own interests while working for a better
campus community," Coughlin said, kicking off a
tour of some 15 speeches planned to inform the students about USG activities and to discover what students want from USG.
"We're looking for ideas on where you would like to
Eo and what you would like to do for next semester,"
e told the group members. "...Where would you like
to see us go? What are your concerns? "
D See Coughlin, page 4.

In addition, Edison told Panhel to take this opportunity to look at the Greek systems in an effort to
make positive changes.
"It's (the Greek system) not about petty competition between sororities, it's about genuine friends
that give support and about fun and giving of selves," she said.

Problems with Rush and member retention have
caused the Alpha Delta Pi sorority to leave the University's Greek system.
Before a crowd of more than 75 Greek students,
sorority officers offically announced at a Panhellenic
There is a posssibility the sorority could recolonize
Council meeting Tuesday evening that as of Dec. 16, in the future, however, Edison said the date is uncerthe chapter will no longer have active status on cam- tain.
pus.
Panhellenic Council President Kimberlie Golds"We wanted to take this opportunity to explain berry refused to comment on the situation and rewhat happened because we didn't want any rumors fused to admit media photographers into the open
flying around," ADPi President Carol Romanowski meeting.
said.
Director of Greek Life Wayne Colvin said he does
The active members of the sorority will imme- not think the elimination of the sorority will present a
diately obtain alumna status and new pledges will problem for the Greek system.
have the option of either becoming activated and achieving alumna status or being released from ple"Everyone is saddened because of this, however,
gde status so they are able to participate in Rush we have strong numbers of individuals participating
next fall.
in Rush," he said.
"We will support them in whatever they choose to
In addition, he said the quota for Rush next year
do," said Gianna Edison, ADPi vice president of could be possibly higher because of the ADPi's repledge education.
cent inactive status.

Kohl aims to reunite Germanys
by Tetience Petty
Associated Press writer

BONN, West Germany — Chancellor
Helmut Kohl Tuesday proposed a
German federation as part of a sweeping plan to reunite the two countries
after four decades of post-war division.
East Germany has increasingly discussed the possibility of a confederation, but the Communist nation's
leader, Egon Krenz, ruled out any talk
of reunification.
"A unity of Germany isn't on the
agenda," Krenz told West Germany's
ARD-TV network in insisting on the
continued existence of two "sovereign,
independent German states."
There are fears among Europeans in
the East and the West about the political and economic power of a reunified
Germany with 80 million people.
Kohl, in a speech to Parliament,

sought to allay those fears, saying:
"The Germans... will be a dividend for
a Europe that is coming together, and
never again a threat."
The United States favors reunification, and State Department spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler reiterated that
position in Washington on Tuesday.
The Soviet Union has said the idea is
"dangerous and unrealistic."
Kohl said he had no timetable in
mind to carry out his ideas and made it
clear it could take years to form a federation. He is expected to discuss his
proposals with East German leaders at
a summit next month.
East German government spokesman Wolfgang Meyer said Kohl's plan
in generalprovided "interesting starting points for negotiations."
But writer Stefan Heym and a number of other East German artists, clerics and intellectuals rejected reunification, saying they opposed their country

"being pocketed" by West Germany.
The group said it would start a petition
drive in support of its appeal.
Kohl's proposals were the most
thorough delineation he has made yet
of his vision of ending the division of
Germany imposed after World War II.
Earlier, Hans-Jochen Vogel, the
leader of the opposition Social Democrats, proposedan eventual confederation as a step toward unity.
In the past, the Social Democrats
have cautioned against hastening
toward German reunification; some in
the leftist party have flatly opposed it.
"We are now standing at the start of
a new period in European and German
history, a period that points beyond the
status quo or the hitherto political
structures in Europe," Kohl told Parliament.
"We are prepared ... to develop confederative structures between the two
states in Germany in order to create a

federation, a federal state in Germany."
A federation is a union of states with
a central government; a confederation
is an alliance of independent nations
for a common purpose.
Kohl also said reunification must be
"bedded in the pan-European process
and in East-West relations. The future
structure of Germany must fit into the
architecture of Europe as a whole."
He said his proposal could only be
carried out if East Germany holds free
elections, as it has promised.
The chancellor proposed creation of
joint governmental and parliamentary
committees for "permanent consultation" between the Germanys.
He also suggested such committees
to deal with economic, environmental,
cultural and scientific matters, and he
said they could be set up soon after free
elections in East Germany.
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Congress' pay
raise unethical
The politicians on Capitol Hill — Democrats
and Republicans alike —have shown utter
contempt for the American people in this whole malodorous pay-raise affair.
It was not enough that they kept the issue concealed, bringing it up one day and passing it the
next, before public reaction could persuade too
many members to vote no.
It was not enough that they tried to present their
double-fisted pay grab as part of an ethics revision.
Nobody bought that tripe.
What a miserable record this Congress has written. The pay raise is about the only thing this session the politicians on Capitol Hill readily have
agreed upon.
If they can strangle debate on the pay raise,
what's next? Abortion? Defense spending? Pretty
soon every candidate who hopes to have the vital
backing of a political party will have to pass a series of litmus tests. The voters' choices will be further narrowed to candidates who are timid, bland
and probably useless.
Get smart, America. Your overpaid elected
leaders in Congress are taking you for granted and
for a ride.
... „ , L
This editorial printed courtesy of the Columbus
Dispatch.

Extremists hurt
hunters' rights
The General Assembly should consider legislation to punish extremists in the animal rights
movement who, of late, have taken to harassing
deer hunters.
Reports of activists noisily trailing sportsmen in
an effort to scare off deer are on the increase. In
Massachusetts, state officials were forced to cancel
a deer hunt after animal advocates threatened to
place themselves between the hunter and hunted.
There are excellent arguments against such
stunts, not the least of which is personal safety. It's
just not very smart to play tag with people carrying
rifles or bows and arrows. That isn't to say hunters
would harm anyone intentionally. They're among
the most law-abiding of Americans. But common
sense dictates that October, November and
December are not the months for jaunts in the wild.
So far, Ohio hunters haven't had to endure shadow-like harassment as practiced in Kentucky, New
Jersey and Maryland. Much of the hunting in this
state is done on private land. Intruders can De prosecuted for trespassing. However, sportsmen operating on public land also deserve protection.
That's a matter for the General Assembly. We
encourage legislators to address this issue before
the self-righteous soldiers of the Bambi Brigade
discover Ohio.
This editorial was reprinted courtesy of the New
Philadelphia Times Reporter
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Straight Talk Edward A. Dougherty
Stress is with us, so is Van Morrison
Back at Bowling Green, memories of home, family, friends
and turkey are Just that: memories. And distant ones. Here we
are with three weeks worth of
work —enough to keep six people busy until Armageddon —
and it's all due by Friday.
Stress has moved into everyone's bedroom and decided to
stay until finals. What can we
do?
To answer this question, I was
going to gather five prominent
mental health professionals, but
I never sot around to it. So, instead, I thought of all the ways I
reduce stress, and here they are
(by technical names):
Rip Van Winkle Method
(RVW)
The day or the day before anything is due, oversleep — 14
hours may not be enough. Although effective for the comatose time, this method can be
very distressing upon waking.
Not recommended. Also found to
be a sign of depression if used
with great regularity.
Pisces Method, or Just Say
Yeah, Sure, Thanks Method
Consume alcohol or other
drugs until blotto then RVW. Not
recommended for the same
reasons as RVW, except you
also feel like melting road tar
for a long time after coming to.

Van Morrison Method
One of my favorites, still, this
method requires playing every
stitch of Van Morrison you have
or can borrow while studying or
not. It may not help retension or
comprehension, but you feel better about being alive.
Rhythm Method
Substitute whipped cream and
nakedness for substances in Just
Say Yeah, Sure, Thanks Method.
Creates an unsavory feeling of
not knowing the first thing about
love. Not recommended, unless
parents are informed beforehand. Keep in mind: AIDS kills.
Dull Accountants' Method
Very effective, but leaves a
nasty feeling of being mature
and responsible. List all the stuff
i'ou've got to do (actually write
t down!) including non-school
things (exercise, social obligations, etc.). Then put them in order from most important to
least.
If really stressed out, make a
schedule sketching in how much
time you expect to spend on
things; actually block in time
for doing silly things like eating
ice cream or throwing water
balloons out the window. Recommended, but wear tie-die to
off-set the business-like quality.
See Van Morrison Method.

The Ruby Slippers Method
"There's no place like Anywhere But Here," you chant
while clicking anything that will
click — pencils, heels, tongue,
pen. This is the geographic
equivalent of RVW. Beware:
this method does work; how to
explain Burma to your professors?
Mystic's Method
It's never been documented
that a saint has been named on
the strength
of an academic
miracle. r'Yeah, she cured a
leper and a cancer patient and a
kid at Bowling Green passed this
exam in Econ! Great stuff!"
Prayer is recommended, but
don't confuse God with Santa
Claus. See also Van Morrison
Method.
Escaping the things that cause
our stress helps nothing and no
one. We exert great energy devising ways to get out of stuff,
rather than using that same
energy trying to deal with deadlines.

Here's one way. Take a deep
breath and tighten your muscles
(yeah, all of them), then as you
slowly exhale, relax them. Imagine all the tension in you going
out with your air. As you breathe
in again, imagine filling yourself
with strength and ability,
breathing out doubts and fear.
Do this about eight times, then
get back to work.
This is not New Age crystal
rubbing.
Ancient religions (and many
present ones) know the value of
our breathing as part of our spiritual experience, but it is also
part of our physical experience.
Our body needs to relax, and our
imagination can help. Try it.
Also remember, in 12 years
(or even six), no one will ask you
what your GPA was.

Two questions always help
once we've found the reason for
the pressure we feel: Can I do
anything about this? If yes,
spend energy devising the best
way to do something about it. If
no, spend energy trying to accept the situation you are in.

=Respond=

Dougherty is a graduate student in Creative Writing. Despite the stress, his column apBiars every Wednesday in The
ews.

Please address submissions
to:
Editorial editor
The BG News
210 West Hail

LETTERS

Life is too short to be worried constantly; people need to relax more
To the Editor,
In the Oct. 31 BG News I discovered something very interesting. Tucked away in the
lower left-hand corner of page
one was probably the most important article that I've seen
since I've been here. The article
concerned the death of a
13-year-old girl named Rachel
Dibble. She collapsed at a school
dance and died at a local hospi-
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tal. Imagine life ending at 13;
not having the experience of the
first day in high school, failing
your driver's test, or even graduating from high school. .
story made me think a little.
All around me, I hear about
my friends' problems. Not that I
mind. I try to help as much as
possible. Money problems and
relationship problems normally
head the list. My problems normally extend to what compact

disc I'm going to buy next and
how I'm going to explain to my
father why I'm far from excelling in my calculus class.
My point is simple. I think
people should learn to relax a
little. On a broader sense, when
dealing with censorship or racism, I don't think people should
worry about a comment made in
a work of fiction or "who said
what about whom." I don't expect everyone to be all smiles all

the time because life obviously
goes on. I'm just saying we
could all try to laugh a little
more in honor of the Rachel
Dibbles of the world who can no
longer experience the joys of
life.
Just something to think
about...
Dan Simon
332 Chapman

by John Bolssy
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Germanys' future debated
Students reflect on Specialist discusses
events in native land government problems
by Jill Novak
staff writer

BG News/Brock Vlsnich

Stuffing A Dinosaur

Theatre 141 student Kelly Kinder stuffs a dinosaur with polyester
filling Tuesday morning in the Costume Shop in Moseley Hall. Kinder was working in the lab to fulfill a course requirement. "It's a lot
of work, but it's a good class," said Kinder.

Blotter

□A student in Offenhauer
West reported Monday three
missing rings, valued at $390.

DA car parked in Lot 8 was
reported damaged in the right
tail light and left rear bumper
Monday, causing damages of
$100.
□The right front quarter panel
of a car parked in Lot 12 was
damaged Tuesday.
□Colleen Richardson, 413 Lowry Hall, was arrested for open
container Tuesday in the basement of West Hall.
□A car parked in Lot 8 was
spray-painted Tuesday.
□A person reported missing
by her family was discovered by
University police and held at the
police station until her family
came from Lakewood, Ohio to
pick her up.

□A car parked in Lot 8 was
spray-painted Monday and
damage was valued at $150.

DA bicycle, valued at $50, was
stolen from the McDonald courtyard bike rack.

□A cable television box, valued at $65, was stolen from the
third floor lounge in Conklin Hall
Monday.
□A compact disc player and a
stereo cassette radio recorder,
valued at $207, were stolen from
a locked office Monday in the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
□The left front fender of a car
parked in Lot A was damaged
Monday, causing $300 in damage□Six compact discs, valued at
$120 and marked for identification, were stolen Monday from a
dorm room in Anderson.

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, December 3 thru Thursday, December 7
Sunday, December 12 thru Thursday, December 14
Study and Relax in the privacy
of your own room at

BEST WESTERN

Falcon Plaza

IndBprfKh-lilK mwwil iiiw1o|M-ftitr(1
(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$23"

per night for a single or double room
'Early check-in and late check-out times
'Continental Breakfast
'Coffee available 24 hours
Advance reservations required and
present valid 8GSU ID a'check-in
A>A
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Three University students on
exchange from West Germany
believe the collapse of the Berlin
Wall will have more effects on
the residents of their home country than just new travel privileges.
Samir El-Assal, graduate
business administration student, said he thinks the unemployment rate will probably go
down in West Germany because
a new market will be opening up
and "people will want to buy,
buy, buy.
"there will be people coming
to West Germany (from East
Germany) that have never even
seen bananas," he said.
Since East Germans are so
used to their system of communist government, they will be
more amibitious and hard working, he said.
However, Andrea Rau, a
marketing major, said she believes there will be more unemBloyment in her country because
lere will be so many people
coming over from East Germany and not enough jobs.
Bettina Biermann, business
administration major, said she
recently received alerter from a
West German friend who said
"our city is full of them (East
Germans). They come to the
country and buy things they
could never have before.
East German citizens have
never even seen certain types of
food before, such as bananas,
El-Assal said, and many women
like to buy nylons, which they
have never had the opportunity
to have, Biermann said.
Friends of Rau and Biermann
in West Germany said there is
one sure way to know that there
are so many East Germans in
the city — by the type of car they
drive.
Biermann said her friend told
her everywhere she looks she
sees "Trabis" cars, which are
the only type of cars that East
Germans were allowed to have.
Rau also said her boyfriend
told her traffic has significantly

• ••*

increased and it takes much
longer to drive in Berlin.
All of the students said they
were surprised at the recent developments in East Germany.
"I thought it was a joke the
first time I heard about it (the
opening of the borders)," Rau
said. "I was very surprised because I never thought this would
happen."
Biermann agreed, adding she
was absolutely stunned when
she heard the news.
The general consensus among
the students was sheer happiness when they heard the news.

by Jill Novak
staff writer

Four major aspects of the nation-state of East Germany are
currently changing: the
government, the communist
party's position, the economy
and opposition parties, according to a specialist in the field of
East Germany.
Margy Gerber, from the German, Russian and East Asian
languages department, spoke
Tuesday in McFall Center on
"Democracy's Domino Effect in
Central Europe" in a panel disBiermann said driving by the cussion sponsored by the interBerlin Wall every day was a national studies department.
The idea of a coalition in East
somber experience and she is
very pleased at the action the Germany is not new — which
many newspapers have falsely
governnment has taken.
reported, she said. This has al"I think it's great, because ways been the party system, but
when you see the border, it was the proportions in the coalition
always so depressing where the have significantly changed.
The socialist party formerly
towers are and where the East
German soldiers patrol," Bier- accounted for 40 of the 44 members of the ministry, and now
mann said.
there are only 28 ministers —17
Elvira Martinez, secretary for being from the socialist party
international programs and a and the other 11 representing
West German native, said the other political parties.
However, Gerber said in the
majority of people in West Germany will love the fact that the past, even though other parties
East Germans are now free to did hold seats on the ministry,
they had "towed in the line of the
travel.
SED platforms and they seldom
"The generation still alive contradicted their policies."
remembers being together with
"The Politboro is no longer a
rubber stamp organization,"
the people," she said.
Some of the students said the Gerber said, adding the bureau
only possible problem that could has gotten rid of many of the so
result from the situation is over- called "cement heads" which
were in power for a long time.
crowding.
Now, there is new blood in the
"We have had a problem be- bureau, and the next step is for
fore with not having enough the SED to gain the confidence
room and I am not sure what of the people.
will happen now," Rau said.
"How the party acts right now
is of major importance," she
Biermann said if the East said. "They are currently strugGerman government follows 6ling for credibility, ana this is
through on the reforms they
leir greatest problem because
promised, there will not be as the people have no confidence.''
manypeople wanting to move to
For this to occur, the elections
West Germany.
that are coming up must go from
the bottom to top — the deleHowever, if there is a signifi- Sa tes need to be truly elected by
cant increase in the East Gerle people and this would be a
man migration, "it will be a big big step if this does happen, she
problem," Biermann said.

"Whether this can actually
happen is the big question/'
Gerber said.
A big issue in East Germany
that will ultimately influence all
political situations is the economy, Gerber said.
"The Wall no longer exists,
but all the problems that made
the Wall necessary are still
there," she said.
One of the major problems is
that the East German currency
is leaving the country and being
exchanged at terrible rates in
West Germany, she said.
A tremendous black market
has also developed in West Berlin and clothing, shoes and food
are hot items, Gerber said, and
• 'this is catastrophic for the East
German economy.''
Gerber said only a few people
know that the internal department will have a tremendous internal budget deficit in 1990 —
close to 15 billion marks.
"There is too little money going in (to the economy) and
much too much going out," Gerber said. "Although the economy had been healthy, with the
wall down and great masses
leaving, there are great problems.
Another aspect now changing
in East Germany is the number
of opposition groups.
Opposition groups are still
working hard, but thev have had
"the wind taken out of their sails
by the opening of the walls," she
said.
Psychologically, it was right
for the borders to be opened, but
this has weakened the oppostion
movements.
Also speaking at the discussion was Andrew Kerek, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Although he focused on Hungary's current political situation,
he said there are enormous political and economic vacuums in
many Central European countries and "there is something
gone — and nothing to put in its
place."
Countries need economic
direction because they are all in
limbo, he said.

Join the fight for Clean Air!

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00

$4.00

THE PHEASANT ROOM • 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted for this special
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily

• •••

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS
Graduate Student Senate is looking for a
dependable graduate student to fill the
executive position of GSS Treasurer
for the spring semester. Interested
graduate students should contact the
GSS office at 372-2426.

=*f?

DISCOVER EUROPE
AND EARN 6 CREDIT HOURS*
Summer Study Program in France
Informational Meeting with
Dr. Charles Chittle, Director
International Programs of Business
Tonight
Wednesday, November 29 9:00 p.m.
1000 BA Building

What
Can An
MBA
Degree
Do For
You?

An MBA degree from Ohio State
can bring you greater opportunities,
income, and career challenges. Our
nationally recognized MBA program
offers merit-based financial aid and
has no prerequisites. We enroll both
business and nonbusiness majors.
And many of our graduates have
gone on to jobs with established
leaders like IBM, Goldman Sachs,
AT&T, and Procter & Gamble. For
a free brochure about our programs,
please write or call:
Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University
lUHagerty Hall
1775 College Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1399
614-292-8511

353-0988
104 S. MAIN ST.

FALCON BASKETBALL HOME OPENEB TONIGHT 0 PM! - PBESENT STUDENT I.D. FOB ADMISSION
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Comic's artwork donated
'Saunders' Collection' displays comic strips, memorabilia
by Scott Scarborough
reporter
Anyone wondering what goes on behind
the pen and ink of a daily newspaper comic
strip, may be interested in the Popular Culture Library's first major original artwork
collection.
"The Saunders' Collection," a collection of
the late Allen Saunders' original artwork,
full-color Sunday pages, fan mail, memorabilia, scripts ana proofs pertaining to his
comic strips, was recently donated to the
University Dy his family.
After almost three years of intensive restoration by the University, "The Saunders'
Collection is ready for researchers.
Saunders was best known for his work on
the "Steve Roper and Mike Nomad," "Mary
Worth" and "Chief Wahoo" comic strips.
Dana Sergent, a graduate research assist-

ant in popular culture, said one interesting
part of the collection is the research material Saunders used in preparing his strips.
"It's amazing the amount of research put
into these comic strips," Sergent said. "Tnis
is a good collection in terms of original comic artwork."
Saunders kept files of newspaper and
magazine articles, as well as. informational
brochures on subjects such as murder,
Eoison and eavesdropping devices to help
eep the strip's stories as accurate as possible, Sergent said.
The library had been trying to obtain the
collection since the early 1960s and competed with several different institutions to
get it, she said.
Sergent said she believes the family decided to make the donation because Saunder's grandson attended the University and
because of Saunders' roots in Toledo.

Saunders' professional career began in
Toledo in 1927. when he was a theatre critic
for the now defunct Toledo Newsbee, Sergent said.
In 1936, Saunders took over the comic strip
"Apple Mary" from creator Martha Orr and
transformer! it into "Mary Worth's Family."
Eventually, the strip's title was simplified to
"Mary Worth" and Saunders wrote the
scripts and designed the layouts for the artist.
Saunders also created the "Big Chief Wahoo" strip, which was later retitled as
"Steve Roper" when the humorous Chief
Wahoo was replaced by the daring adventure hero Steve Roper, Sergent said.
"This collection would show the transitions that a comic strip would go through,"
she said.
Both "Mary Worth" and " Steve Roper"
are in syndication, now written by Saunders'
son, John Saunders, she said.

Coughlin
D Continued from page 1
Input from the groups is part
of the new student activism,
which he said includes "understanding and respecting each
other."

"How can this be done without
communication?" he asked.
USG has done a great deal to
facilitate the new activism by
educating students on water
quality and rape, cultivating
contacts in the state government
and developing the University's
first ever faculty and course evaluation booklet, he said.
It has also attempted to sup-

port cultural diversity in the
core curriculum, pass proposals
to improve the quality of student
life on campus, and encourage
the inclusion of all student
groups in USG activities, Coughfin said.
Three things must happen if
USG is to consider the year a
success, Coughlin said. The interests of students must honestNov. 22
thru
Nov. 30

WILLYOUR
SCORE BREAK
THE RECORD?
Give it a boost with the

test-taking techniques and
educational review that
have been proven for over
40 years—Kaplan.

fc KAPLAN

STAwrr M. upiM nuunowu ana iro
TOLEDO CENTER
(419) 536-3701

Buy Cinemark $3 00 discount tickets in Lotts ol 100 or more tor
movie butts or business

HOWARD'S club H

WHOLESALE PRICESl
&
INSTALLATION

210 N. MAIN

'eorgia

• TOWING SERVICES

Peach .
..\__ j.-;-.TTrio. . .

352-9951

• RADIATOR REPAIR

Noon 'till 2:30 AM
2 PM 'till 2:30 AM

NO COVER 365 Days

RESERVE

OFFICERS

• FOREIGN CAR
RADIATORS
• WELDING SERVICES

Wed. & Thurs.
Nov 29th & 30th
HOURS: Mon • Sat:
Sunday:

BG RADIATOR

352-5133
520 S. Maple
Bowling Green

TRAINING

CORPS

START AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
Take an introductory course from Army ROTC with
no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the confidence.
•elf-discipline, decisiveness, and leadership skills
sought by employers of college graduates. And you'll
learn how you can place "Army Officer" on your
resume when you graduate.
Set a course for success this term. Register now for
an Army ROTC elective:
Military Science 101

ARMY ROTC
TO SMA1TT.ST COLLtCt C0C1SC YOU CAM TAKI.
Contact Major Jeff Ovenden 372-2476 151 Memorial Hall

ly be represented, Bowling
Green must become a better
place to live, and the student
groups on campus must be fairly
represented.
Those three criteria will be
used to measure USG's progress
at the end of the second semester.
"The reason I'm here is because we are in a very complicated age where secondhand information is not good enough,"
Coughlin said. "..IWe should not
be listening to... fear and suspicion. Our work here should reflect the confidence we have in
each other."

Coughlin plans
to fill vacancies
by Lynn Gagel

staff writer
Graduation and travel will
create a substantial turnover
in Undergraduate Student
Government cabinet members and senators next semester, but USG President
Kevin Coughlin has prepared
the organization to fill the vacancies.
Coughlin announced Monday that Treasurer Bill Ziss
and Faculty Liaison Eric
Rathburn will be graduating
in December and tne two win
be replaced, respectively, by
assistant treasurer Beth Januzzi and administrative assistant Scott Silknitter.
A new administrative assistant will not be named to
replace Silknitter, Coughlin
said.
Melinda Messbarger, the
public relations coordinator,
will also be leaving USG for
an internship and assistant
C"ic relations coordinator
Kast will become the
new coordinator.
"(Last year) we had one
person go for a co-op and
somebody graduated,"
Coughlin saifl "This is a
normal thing. The best thing
about it was we knew two
people were leaving. Silknit-

ter was being groomed for
Faculty Liaison and Beth
Januzzi was brought on as assistant treasurer.
Coughlin said Januzzi has
been working with Ziss since
the beginning of the semester
in Apreparation for the change.
We wanted to make it a
clean transition," Coughlin
said, noting that USG's budget will be under scrutiny early
in spring semester as the organization applies for funding
from the Advisory Committee
on General Fee Allocations.
Senators leaving the General Assembly include Jennifer Afrates, a two-year
senator and this year's
chairwoman of the Student
Welfare Committee, who is
graduating, and Joanna
Weaver, an at-large senator,
who will spend the semester
in Australia.
Kevin Turner, chairman of
the Minority Affairs and Human Relations Committee,
who plans to spend spring
semester studying in Spain,
will also be absent from USG
in the spring.
Coughlin will announce the
names of the three senators
appointed to fill these positions at the final USG General
Assembly meeting of the semester Monday.
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
TV question session airs Thatcher Driver in collision weeps at trial
LONDON (AP) — Question Time, Parliament's most popular
event, went on live television Tuesday, giving viewers a closeup of
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher under verbal siege.
For a fast-moving 15 minutes, Thatcher fielded questions on
Eastern Europe, working mothers, her talks with President Bush,
the auto industry, Northern Ireland, homeless youth, the national
water supply and her prospects for extending her 10-year spell in office.
The cut and thrust was less than savage: no honorable member
was expelled for using unparliamentary language, and Thatcher
didn't have to do much shouting.
It was historic nonetheless, being the first Question Time starring
Thatcher since the cameras began rolling in the House of Commons
a week ago, and her first such exchange since declaring that any
talk of her retirement was premature.
Question Time is a twice-weekly fixture with a code and style all
its own.
Members hand in their questions ahead of time, then try to catch
the eye of the gowned, bewigged speaker who calls on questioners at
random, trying to balance pro-and anti-government questions.
The questioners can table a substantive question, but that gives
Thatcher time to prepare an answer. Or they can ask her simply to
list her engagements for the day, then follow up with anything they
please.
The latter tactic is intended to trip the prime minister and unleash
howls of derision from the backbenches.
Tuesday's session opened with an easy lob from a Conservative on
the government's plans to reform the National Health Service.
Thatcher, 64, put on her glasses and read aloud extracts from a
newspaper article by a doctor, "not of our political persuasion," praising the reforms.

■GNew»

CARROLLTON, Ky. (AP) — Teen-age survivors of the nation's
worst alcohol-related traffic disaster on Tuesday told of panic on a
church bus that caught fire after it was struck by a pickup truck being driven the wrong way down an interstate highway.
Stephanie Howard, 17, of Radcliff, recalled seeing a "trail of fire"
behind the bus right after the May 14, 1988 accident that killed 27
people on Interstate 71, about five miles south of Carrollton.
Howard, who only suffered a bump on her head, escaped through
an emergency exit at the rear of the bus.
The testimony became emotional for a third day when Larry Mahoney (the driver of the truck), charged with 82 criminal counts
stemming from the crash, broke into tears as Carroll County Coroner James Dunn provided graphic descriptions of bodies found inside the bus.
The sobbing prompted Carroll Circuit Judge Charles Satterwhite
to order a recess. Mahoney, 36, of rural Owen County, also broke into
tears Monday as witnesses described the screams and agony of the
injured and dying.
But Mahoney's emotional displays Monday and on the second day
of the trial, Nov. 21, did not trigger delays in the proceedings.
Mahoney is charged with 27 counts of murder, 12 counts of firstdegree assault, 42 counts of wanton endangerment and one count of
drunken driving.
"I couldn't believe what I had seen," Dunn said. "I thought I was
having a nightmare."
Dunn said about 17 children were sprawled in the aisle and on
seats in the rear of the bus.
Families of the victims clasped hands tightly and dabbed tears
with handkerchiefs during Dunn's testimony.

STATE / LOOAL
Hunting called 'very safe sport'

Medieval fairs to be held in Ohio

COLUMBUS (AP) - A state wildlife official said Tuesday that six
injuries among the hundreds of thousands of people stalking deer
with a gun on opening day shows that hunting is a safe sport.
The number of opening-day hunting accidents was typical for
Ohio, said Clayton Lakes, chief of the wildlife division of the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources. There were also six accidents on
opening day last year, but one person was killed.
"The fact we had six non-fatal injuries Monday among more than
375,000 hunters in the field still reflects that hunting is a very safe
sport, especially when you consider the few accidents which do
occur among the many people hunting each deer season," Clayton
said in a statement.
Division spokesman James Schoby said hunting accidents occur
for many reasons.
"They're mistaken for game or are in the line of fire, he said.
Last year, some hunters were injured by guns discharging when the
trigger caught on brush.
Schoby said hunters are required to wear bright orange — either a
hat, cap, jacket or vest, or any combination.
But hunters displaying the color still can be mistaken for deer.
Tom Reynolds, 60, of Canal Winchester, was wearing apparel with
the color but was mistaken for a deer and shot, said Lf. Paul,Kilbarger of the Fairfield County Sheriff's Department. A shotgun slug hit
Reynolds' left shoulder and passed through his back.
In northwestern Ohio, a man hunting along a Seneca County road
was wounded in crossfire when a deer entered a clearing and four
other hunters on the other side of the road began shooting. Sheriff
Carl Runion said Alan Streng, 35, of rural Seneca County, was shot in
the right arm.

HARVEYSBURG, Ohio (AP) — Investors from Minneapolis and
Atlanta plan to recreate a 16th century English country fair next
year for six weekends of flute playing, folk dancing and other events
reminiscent of medieval England.
Peter Carroll of Atlanta said he and James Paradise of Minneapolis plan to spend $1 million to build a replica of an English village on
120 acres near state route 73 in this southwestern Ohio village.
Carroll said the Warren County community will be site of the Ohio
Renaissance Festival Aug. 25 through Sept. 30.
"It's a totally unique experience ... stepping back in time 400
Sears," he said. "It's a form of escape, you might say. The more
■antic our lives become today, the more people want to go back to
what we portray as a gentler time."
Carroll said he and Paradise have operated similar festivals in
Colorado for 13 years and in Georgia for four years.
The festival will feature about 100 artisans displaying crafts from
the 1500s, as well as jugglers, fire eaters, sword swallowers and
minstrels. Carroll said dozens of actors speaking an approximation
of Elizabethan English will portray everything from royalty to ratcatchers.
There also will be food from the period, including sausages on a
stick and "turkey legs, a la Henry VIII," Carroll said. "There will be
no hot dogs and hamburgers."
He said the Dayton area is one of the nation's few urban regions
without a medieval fair. Carroll said the festival chose Harveysburg
because it is close to Dayton, Cincinnati and Columbus. He hopes
35,000 people will attend.
Carroll said festival organizers plan to hire about 200 temporary
workers.

men
Your Business
Potential

To reach the BGSU market with
information about your goods
and services, there's no better
way than advertising in
The BG News.
Market research has shown
that since 1985 The BG News
is read by 85% to 95% of our
potential readers on any
given day.
No other medium can make
that claim. No other medium
is even close.
So let your business reach its
potential with The BG News.
Call 372-2606 for help with
your advertising needs.
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Aykroyd, Dixon become parents
LOS ANGELES (AP) — It's a girl for actor Dan Aykroyd and his
actress wife Donna Dixon.
Danielle Alexandra weighed 8 pounds, 13 ounces when she took her
first breath of air on Nov. 18 at 12:05 p.m., said Susan Patricola, publicist for the couple.
The couple wanted to get the baby out of St. John's Hospital and
Health Center and home for Thanksgiving before a birth announcement was made. Patricola said Monday.
"They're thrilled with their new arrival. She's healthy and beautiful and they're looking forward to parenthood," Patricola said.
Aykroyd, who rose from the original cast of the "Saturday Night
Live" television show to motion pictures with his pal and ex-Blues
Brothers cohort John Belushi, stars in the Dec. 13 release of the movie "Driving Miss Daisy."
Dixon was on the old !'Bosom Buddies" TV series.

McCartney sponsors Visa for tour
NEW YORK (AP) - Paul McCartney will be getting a little help
from his friends at Visa U.S.A. in exchange for a huge television
campaign for the credit card maker during McCartney's U.S. tour
next year.
Visa will be the only credit card accepted for ticket purchases and
stadium souvenirs for the 12 shows it sponsors, the company announced Monday.
The former Beatle's tour, which also promotes the environmental
group Friends of the Earth, began last week, but the portion that
visa will sponsor starts in February.

Mrs. Bush crowns Christmas tree
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite a nervous Park Service lift operator, first lady Barbara Bush managed to get close enough to the
National Christmas Tree to crown it with a white plastic star.
In front of the press corps and preschool playmates of her 3 and
one-half-year-old granddaughter, Marshall Bush , Bush took a bumpy ride in a hydraulic lift to the top of the 35-foot tree where she
used a silver pole to place the star.
When the ride down was briefly halted, Marshall called out cheerfully, but insistently, "Hey, when are we going down? Get me down
here!"
Back on the ground. Bush took Marshall to pose for a picture with
lift operator Kevin Guard.
"I thought she was coming over to chew me out," Guard said
later. "Shejust said thanks."
Guard, 35, was pressed into service when the Park Service found
itself with a rented lift but no operator.

Weaver enjoys home of garbage
BJDGEWAY, Colo. (AP) — Actor Dennis Weaver likes his house
of old cans, tires and other garbage, despite the zingers it inspired
from comedian Jay Leno.
Neighbors have taken to calling the home "the Michelin Mansion," in honor of the 2.200 old tires used in the walls. The house features solar heating and cooling and contains 40,000 cans packed into
its 3-foot-thick walls.
Leno recently asked Weaver on the "Tonight Show" if neighbors of
the Rocky Mountain abode think he is adding on a room when he puts
out the trash.
But Weaver, the horseback riding TV detective "McCloud" and
the whining deputy of "Gunsmoke, said his vision for the future is
embodied in the house.
"If we get into the mind-set of saving rather than wasting and utilize other materials, we can save the Earth," he said.

Let Food Operations Help/
HOLIDAY PARTY TRAYS
HORS DOEUVRES
SANTA CAKES
CHEESECAKES
ASSORTED DESSERT TRAYS
Complete Canyout Service Available

To Place Ynir Order.
Available Through December 14
7:00 pm
372-2891
Cash Coupons or Charges Accepted

Call:

Enjoy Good Living in '89 with

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone 352-9378

835 High St ■ Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00-430

9 & 12 month Leases Available
PIEDMONT APTS.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE G50 SIXTH ST.
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

Monday - Friday

Features
2 bedroom 1' i balhs
Furnished wall to wall carpeting
Extra large closets (men closet
Gas heat and cooKing
Laundry areas m each building
Patio area • gnlls available
Sound-conditioned interior

All residents will have membership pnvilages to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities tor men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool
• Metro Sauna
* New Weight Equipment
• Complete Exercise Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available

The Nation's Best College Newspaper

THE HOUSE THAT ROARS" WILL COME ALIVE TONIGHT 0:00 P.M. - RE THE SIXTH MAN!
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Cagers play host to Defiance
Men's squad seeks win number two in home opener
by Mark Hunlcbrinkei
assistant sports editor

The Bowling Green-Defiance men's basketball matchup is one
that takes on two different perspectives.
For the Falcons, tonight's 8 p.m. clash with the Yellow Jackets in
Anderson Arena is an opportunity to add another step on a solid
foundation installed during last weekend's impressive showing in the Fleet Classic.
While BG will undoubtedly perform in bigger
games down the road in this 1969-90 basketball
season, DC might not. The Yellow Jackets, who
dropped a 91-67 decision last season to the Falcons,
view this contest as an opportunity to knock the
legs from underneath a Division I giant.
This fact is not one to overlook, according to
Falcon head coach Jim Larranaga.
"One thing you have to take into consideration is Larranaga
that this is their biggest game of the year," he
said. "Thev will be at their best physically, emotionally and mentally. We will have to be prepared for that.
"wf have to meet that with a solid perfomance of our own. We
can't live on what we did in the past (Fleet Classic). We need to build
on that."
Junior College transfer Clinton Venable made his presence felt as
he collected 46 points and 10 assists in the two games against Jacksonville and Providence. The performance earned him Tournament
MVP honors.
However, Venable was not without assistance in the first two
All COMPETITOR COUPONS HONORED

Large 2 Item Pizza
<5.75

only at

MARK'S PIZZA

Free Delivery
352-3551
EXPIRES 12-7-89
ALl COMPETITOR COUPONS HONORED

3 smart ways to help
pay for college.

contests of the season. Sophomore guard Kirk Whiteman was 8-12
shooting from three- point range, while Joe Moore collected 22 rebounds, including a game-high 15 against Jacksonville.
Larranaga said the solid, consistent performance last weekend
can be contributed to the team's work habits.
"The guys are pretty consistent in their practice efforts. That's
how you develop consistency on the court, he said. "They all get
along really well with each other, they have positive attitudes, and
enjoy the atmosphere of the locker room."
while the Falcons look to build on early-season success, the Yellow Jackets are seeking to break a three-game losing streak. Following a 76-68 victory over Ohio Wesleyan in the season opener, DC has
dropped contests to North Carolina Wesleyan, Heidleberg, and
Mount Vernon Nazarene.
Head coach Marv Hohenberger's squad, which posted a 15-13 record last season, displays a balanced attack. Jim Harris, a 6-foot-3
junior, is averaging 14.5 points per contest. Center Chad Jostpille
averages 10.3 ppg, while Terry Morman (9.5 ppg), Kirk Seemann
(9.3
), and Keith Wischmeyer (7.5 ppg) roundout DC's leaders on
the ensive end of the floor.
Jostpille leads the squad in rebounds, averaging five per game.
Tonight's contest with the Yellow Jackets is the first of threestraight home games. The Falcons host Youngstown State Saturday
at L30, while Siena comes to town Monday, Dec. 4, for an 8 p.m.
contest.
Larranaga said it is important the Falcons build some type of consistency in the upcoming games.
"As a coach, you look for consistency in your team's performance.
You don't want to be on a roller coaster ride all season," he said.
"We've made progress during the last three to four weeks. We need
to keep doing mat for the next month-and-a-half to prepare for conference play."

A's ink Henderson
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) Rickey Henderson got a $12 million reward Tuesday for helping
the Oakland Athletics win the
World Series, signing the first

After a brisk momma, jog,
••joy t Nfy tr
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four-year baseball contract
since 1985.
The A's also included a notrade clause in the contract,
guaranteeing Henderson's presence through 1993.
Henderson, the first to sign a
four-year deal since Ken Oberkfell with Atlanta in 1985, gets a $1
million signing bonus, $2 million
in 1990 and $3 million in 1991 and
1992. It makes the outfielder the
second $3 million-a-year player.
Minnesota center fielder Kirby
Puckett agreed to a $9 million,
three-year contract last Wednesday.

Tribe signs
Maldonado

•mil your brMkffltt.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE SALES
Rapidly expanding computer software
development company seeks self-motivated,
technically skilled inside sales representatives on
a full-time or part-time basis. The qualified
individual will have knowledge of dBASE and
related products as well as the ability to work in a
highly telephone intensive environment handling
incoming sales orders. We offer an exciting
opportunity, competitive salary, bonuses and full
benefits.

Here's how the Army Reserve Alternate Training
Program can help you pay for college.
If qualified, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide
you with up to $5,040 for current college expenses.
If you obtain a qualifying student loan, you can get
it paid off at the rate of lS^o per year or $500,
whichever is greater-up to a maximum of $10,000.
Selecting certain specialty training can result in a
$20,000 maximum.
And here's how you can make even more part-time
money while in college. Take Basic Training one
summer. The next summer, complete skill training at
an Army school. You'll earn over $1,250 for Basic and
even more for skill training. Then you'll train with
your Army Reserve unit near college, usually one
weekend a month plus two weeks a year. You'll earn
over $85 a weekend to start.
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call us
today:

. CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Cleveland Indians Tuesday
signed free agent outfielder
Candy Maldonado to a one-year
contract worth $825,000, including a $50,000 signing bonus.
Maldonado, 29, spent the last
season with the San Francisco
Giants, hitting .217 with 23 doubles, nine home runs and 41 RBI
in 129 appearances.
Maldonado went hitless in
three at-bats in three playoff
games and had one hit, a triple,
in 11 at-bats in the four World
Series games.

Qualified individuals should contact Janet Hurtt,
Personnel Manager at Fox Software, 134 West
South Boundary, Perrysburg, OH 43551,
419/874-0162
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352-7541

Mon.:
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ARMY RESERVE

BG News' John GrieshoD
Bowling Green's Clinton Venable launches a jumper during an exhibition
game earlier this season in Anderson Arena. The Falcons host Defiance
tonight at 8.

JAZZ MITE

Featuring: The Dan Faehnle Quartet

Tues.:

352-7571

PROGRESSIVE MITE

Featuring: Relics Dec. 5

ATTENTION INTERESTED GRADUATE STUDENTS:
BEGINNING IN OCTOBER. THE GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE WILL HOLD
ELECTIONS FOR REPRESENTATIVE-AT-LARGE POSITIONS. THERE ARE
FOUR POSITIONS TO BE FILLED. WHY SHOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN
THE POSITION?
- THE REP-AT-LARGE IS AN INVALUABLE SERVICE TO GRADUATE
STUDENTS FROM THE STANDPOINT THAT YOU WILL REPRESENT THE
GRADUATE STUDENT POPULATION AS A WHOLE - CONCERNING ISSUES
THAT EFFECT ALL OF US. THUS. YOU WOULD BE OUR
" ROVING-REPRESENTATIVE-' AT VARIOUS UNIVERSITY-WIDE FORUMS.
SELECT COMMITTEE MEETINGS. AND HOPEFULLY OUR VOICE IN THE
COMMUNITY OF BOWLING GREEN.
- THE REP-AT-LARGE POSITION CAN INVOLVE "EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEMBER STATUS'' - MEANING. YOU CAN HAVE DIRECT INPUT AND ACCESS TO THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
- AS A REP-AT-LARGE. YOU WILL ALSO HAVE VOTING PRIVILEGES ON
ALL AGENDA ACTED UPON DURING GSS SESSIONS.
IF YOU ARE AT ALL INTERESTED IN THIS POSITION. PLEASE FEEL
FREE TO CALL FOR DETAILS AT 372-2426. 9-5 PM. TU OR W. WE ASK
THAT YOU NOTIFY US OF YOUR INTENT. THANKS. AND GOOD LUCK
DURING THE 89/90 SCHOOL YEAR!

YOUR GSS OFFICERS

FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES,
FOR FUN PEOPLE

10045 S. MAIN
353-0988
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Wed.:

BLUES MITE

Featuring: Art & Roman Griswald & The Organics

Thurs.. Fri.. Sat.:

ROCK -N- ROLL

Featuring: The Zippers Nov. 30
Rich Mlcheles Band Dec. 1, 2

Inc.
We will be leasing the following locations as of
November 21st for the Fall of 1990
•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments • 903 & 915 Thurstin Avenue
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 5424560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses
J 224 E. Wooster St.

352-0717

Hours: M-F
Sat.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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Blake back and firing
Defenseman propels Jeers' recent surge
by Mike Drabenstott
spoils writer

OXFORD, O. — The words are the same, but the
meaning has changed.
Early in the season, the phrase "Blake's back"
referred to one of the problems plaguing the
team's defense — a back injury
which greatly reduced the effectiveness of second-team allconference defenseman Rob
Blake.
But now, "Blake's back"
means the junior has returned to
form, evidenced by last weekend's stellar performance
against Miami.
Blake, in his best two-game series as a Falcon, tallied four BURO ,
goals and four assists for a conference-best eight
points in earning Central Collegiate Hockey Association Player of the Week honors.
Not only did the defenseman shine against the
Redskins, he got the Falcons' current three-game
win streak rolling with a game-tying goal a week
ago against Lake Superior, then the number one
ranked team in the country.
"Last Saturday night started it, with the big win
over Lake Superior and it carried over this weekend," Blake said.
Blake has accumulated similar momentum,
with five goals and seven assists during his current
six-game scoring streak. In Saturday's contest
against MU, he garnered his first-career hat trick
with three consecutive power play goals during the
second and third periods of the Falcons' 7-3 victory.
Friday, Blake secured the equalizing goal and
assisted on the game-winner in BG's 7-5 win. The
two victories gave BG its first sweep of the season.
With his Saturday's natural hat trick, the Simcoe, Ont. native became only the fourth defenseman in BG history to record three goals in a game.
In addition, his eight-point weekend ties the school
record for defensemen, a feat accomplished by
John Mavity in 1975 and Scott Paluch in 1988.
With back problems behind him now. Blake and
his sizzling slap-shot have re-emerged as a vital

part of the Falcon offense.
"I'm fine now, back to 100 percent," said Blake.
"Before I was a litte scared to shoot and I'd take a
little off. Now I can let it go as much as I want."
Falcon head coach Jerry York said Blake's resurgence has helped move the team to its present
fifth place CCHA ranking after being in eighth entering the second game of the Laker twinbiB.
"He's had a tremendous year for us," York said.
"Over the last month or so he's been a dominant,
dominant player.
"He's got a lot of talent and works hard. He's a
real leader for our team. It was an exceptional
game for him (Saturday)."
The weekend performance moved Blake into
third place on the team in scoring, with nine goals
and nine assists for 18 points.
One of the factors Influencing Blake's scoring
has been the success of the BG power play. Blake,
filling the left point on the man advantage, has
benefited from the playmaking of Nelson Emerson
at the right point.
York moved Emerson to the spot early in the
season, a strategy which has opened up the ice for
Blake's powerful one-timer while opponents concentrate on Emerson.
Though Blake's shots in early-season games
often ended their flight toward the net by ringing
the post instead tickling the twine, Emerson said ft
was just a matter of time before the lamp was lit.
"A lot of times (Blake) hit the crossbar, so
maybe we got some of those goals back." Emerson
said. "Rob and I have been working hard on the
power play and they all count."
While Blake's offense highlighted the weekend,
his defensive prowess was not lost in the din of the
red light. His long, tentacle-like arms and sturdy
&-foot-3 frame are assets which have made him one
of BG's top defensive stalwarts, as well as one of
the top prospects for the Los Angeles Kings, who
drafted him in the fourth round of the 1988 entry
draft.
"He's a heck of a defenseman right now," Redskin coach George Gwozdecky said. "He's got great
hands and a great shot from the point.
"But he's tough in his own zone, too. He's tough
to get away from — with his long reach he's effective in the defensive part of the game."

Falcons' Campbell retires

BG News/ John Grieshop
Bowling Green's Rob Blake pressures Northern Michigan goalkeeper Willie Mitchell in action earlier this
season. Recently, Blake has returned to old form as he recorded a hat-trick in last Saturday's 7-3 win against the
Miami Redskins.

Middleton key to offense
BEREA, Ohio (AP) — Cleveland Browns Coach Bud Carson
says he reversed an earlier decision and brought tight end Ron
Middleton back into the fold
after realizing he could improve
the running game.
"The reasoning is to try to get
a little punch in our running
game," Carson said. "After last
week, when our running game
was practically non-existent, it
became more and more evident
to us that this was more important than some of the other
things we thought about."
Browns rookie running back
Eric Metcalf said he believes the
return of Middleton will help the
Browns running game.
"He helped a great deal," the
rookie said. "When we were using him in third-and-1 situations,

it seemed like we were pretty
much making all of them, and
we were running them to his
side."
Even though it is obvious that
the Browns are going to run
when Middleton is in the game,
it doesn't matter, according to
Metcalf.
"Sure, they might have been
keying on that," Metcalf said.
"But it really didn't matter because they couldn't stop it."
After the Browns lost 13-10 to
Detroit on Thanksgiving day,
Carson reviewed tapes of the
game and said, "We're not moving anyone off the line of scrimmage.'
The Browns cut Middleton to
make room for Kevin Mack
when his 2-week roster exemption ended.

Assistant Hanitan named interim coach
Louis Cardinals, said his goal is
to have the Falcons "competitive for the next four weeks, and
it's a tough row we have to hoe."

SUWANEE. Ga. (AP) - Marion Campbell ended a 28-year
NFL coaching career Tuesday
by retiring as head coach of the
Atlanta Falcons, mired in last
5lace in the NFC West. Assistant
im Hanifan was named coach
for the remaining four games.

Hanifan, 56, had a 39-49 record
with the Cardinals.
The Falcons, 3-9, must face
the San Francisco 49ers, Minnesota Vikings, Washington Redskins and Detroit Lions in their
last four games.

"I have chosen this avenue to
clear the picture for the ownership to get on with the future of
their franchise," Campbell said
in a statement released about an
hour before Hanifan was named
interim coach.
"Jim was kind of the obvious
one," Vice President Taylor
Smith said of the selection of
Hanifan, who won't be considered tor the permanent job.
"We'll be going outside the organization for a coach," Smith
said at a news conference.
"We're approaching this that
nobody on the present coaching
staff will be considered for the
job. They've been informed.
They're all staying on. Hopefully they will be considered by the
new coach whenever he's
hired."
Hanifan, who was a head
coach for six years with the St.

•

Live

Campbell, 60, was on his second tour as the head coach of the
Falcons and also coached the
Philadelphia Eagles for three
seasons. His overall record was
34-40-1 in six full seasons and
portions of three others.
Campbell, who had left the
Suwanee training complex before Smith's noon news conference, said he had no plans for
the future.
In his statement, he said he
discussed his retirement with
the team's owners Monday and
told his staff and players of his
decision Tuesday morning.
"I feel that I am leaving a better football team than when I
took over," Campbell said. "I
told the team this morning that I
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hope they can get on with their
business and be the best they
can be."
Atlanta has lost five of its last
six games, leading to speculation that Campbell would be
fired at the end of the season.
His three-year contract expires
this year.
Smith declined to say if that
would have happened, but he
said Campbell could have remained for the last four games
had he desired.
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Do you need a
humanities
course?
American
Culture Studies
200 and 230
fulfill General
Education Core for
all colleges
(except Business)
for information call
ACS department

•WfTMMMCHASC OF EVf EXAM-AIL OTHER BHAHOS AT AOOfTKXAL COST
CYES EXAMMEO IV OH s SHIFF OPTOMETM8T
ifSfSf>€aAlSA*£HOTAVAILABlCmTHANrOT>ie*DfSCOONTSO*COiJPQ>

TOLEDO

TOLEDO
3153 W Sylvan.
472-1113

155 S Reynolds

BOWLING GREEN
1616 E Wooslci
OOO Onic

372-8886

Resume Package

Don't Get Left Out In The Cold

Only $14.95

R.E. MANAGEMENT

Present coupon for a one page typeset
resume and disk with stored resume.
One coupon per person. Valid through
12/15/89.

is currently leasing units for
the Summer and Fall of 1990
300 UNITS AVAILABLE INCLUDING

krtwi

• Campus Manor 505 Clough
• Rockledge Manor 850 Sixth St.
• Thurstin Manor 451 Thurstin Ave.

the copy center

Open 7 Days

505 Clough

113 Railroad Street

(across MM ks
from Dairy Queen)

354-3977

•

EYEGLASS
SPECIALS

v

To make room for Middleton
Monday, defensive lineman
Marlon Jones was placed on injured reserve. Jones had been
practicing with a fracture of the
right thumb since he was hurt in
the Tampa Bay game Nov. 5.
Middleton could have returned to his family in Tennessee, but elected to stay in a
motel in the event he was recalled to the team.

Come in Today or Call 352*9302

p

352-9638

Any 1 Item
™« *««'• F"d ■* 10 P m
10" Pan Pizza 1 • ""•J****„ .
fnr «<l <H\
1 B.B.Q. Pork Sandwich
iPRPFnFin/FRY1 w/ColbvChee«e$1.99

•

z
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Free Delivery

•

Soups
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"The Best in Main-Stream Rock"

Painting
Churches

Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
This Is not a coupon.
This Is not a special offer.
This Is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume
at UnlGraphics.

Nov 29. 30.
Dec. 1.2af8p.m.
and Doc. 3at 2pm
Joe E. Brown Theatre/
University Hall

Conveniently located on
campus, UniG-raphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

UniGrophics
211 West Hall 372-7418
'Price does not include Ux Second page $8.00

Tuesday
Singles Night
BUD LIGHT
NIGHT
REDUCED
PRICES

Wednesday
College ID
Night
tree admission
with valid ID
BUSCH BY
THE BUCKET

Thursday
Ladies Night
No Cover for the
Ladies

Friday and Saturday
reduced cover before 9:00 p m
Sunday
Quarter Beer
Night

Monday
Monday Mania &
Football Night
no cover
free video games S
pool tables

Happy Hour Every Night form 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311
THIS WEEK FEATURING UNDER FIRE NOV. 28th - DEC. 3rd
NEXT WEEK: FEATURING KODY LEE DEC 5th ■ DEC. 10th
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Discover Europe end
Earn 6 credit hours
Summer Study Program In France
OesseesremEngeeh
Or ChevteeChmle
wet la* more about program
Wednesday. November 29. 9:00pm
Room 1000 BABkJg
For more information
Or Cr»ttfe372 8180 352 6012

VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES
Sat . December 2nd la Preview Day
The Office of Artrraasirjne m lookig for
Volunteer Tour Guides to give tours to
proepectrve BGSU students If you are
interested, come to one of our meetlnga.
Tues. November 21 S:3u-7pm
Wed., November 29 4-5:10pm
Thura., November 10 2-l:!0pm
Al Meeting. wH be held In Trie
Asswmbty Room m McFal Center

ADOPTION Happly married couple of 14 yra.
We fjromleo your cried a loving home 1 fineness*
security Devoted stay al home Mom, caring
Dad I one big sister Al medical 1 legal extpald Ca»ooawct(419|822 9288
AMY H0WALO
21 NOSTROVIAS
Love, J T. a Dave
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS:
Happy Hours wH be held
FRIDAY DEC. 1
From 5-8pm
At SLAMMERSi
Free Pizza and Fknka
Bring your I D.

Women In Communications
Our next meeting wH be Thuredey. Nov 30 at
7 30 PM m 103 BA Please come and katen to
our speaker Oaryf Glaze, former aaaiatant PR
director from Toledo Criennel 38 New and ok)
members are welcome'

••SPANISH CLUB"
NEED T-sY/sIRT MONEY TONIGHT
Plmi bring $to
Conversation Hours
9:00PMDt8enedettoa
ra 352-2291
• •The Young Executive Club"
Every Wednesday Night
7:30room112BA
Open 10 all ma|or •! Fr-Brl I
Attention Pre-Law Society Members
Take a atudy break and take In a lackl
THA PAPER CHASE
Come to BA 102 on Nov 30 Thura at 7.00 PM
Questions? Cal Law Gold at 354-5541
ATTENTION EOCI370 STUDENTS"
Regietered or not registered for Spring 1990
EDO 370 vnl be ottered m the URBAN
CENTER Rodgers High School. Toledo Thursday ONLY 12 30-4 30|Transp<xtation provided-return to campus by 5 00) INTERESTED??? Sign up immedlatety Room 414 EdFIBST 15 PEOPLE ONLYII'
InebuctorS Hunttey 2-7345

ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES
Preview Day 2 la Sat Dec 2nd
You muet attend
One of the following meetings
Tues., November 215:30-7 pm
Wed., November 29 4-5:30pm
Thurs.. November 10 2-1:10
Al meetings In McFel Assembly Rm
BOSU SKI CLUB
Mendatory Ski Club meeting for all members
going to Creeled Battel Last payments due
and also assignments for condo's. Must attend! 7 30 Wedneedey 070 Overman
Get your Chrietmea Shopping Done Early
O.S.E A ia seeing:
Teacher Bags 18/S10
Sweatshirts $1 5 S20
Key Chains and Bumper Stickers $1
Buy NOW at 410 Education

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Ex
prate, Typing, Resumes. FAX, Copiee

TAKE A CHANCE!
Study abroad with BGSU In Spam and furl HI your
foreign language requirement Come to trie
Caphal RoomlUncnl from 7-9PM for an informal orientation That is your chance to talk with
program alumni and to learn what AYA has to
offer YOUIRetreshments served
The Student Organization of Leadership
Development IS O L D |»looking for
energetic vidividueis to pom our learn
Applications available in 405 Student Services
Deedkneis Dec 1, 5:00pm
Get your application before they're al
SOLD out
TOUR GUIDES
Don't miaa trie group photo for trie yearbook on
Wed. nov 29 Meet In McFal at 9p m

YoSeenl
Were Fackln' to a partyl You're 21 end were
fovW' it! Tax to ya later babe1
-Bo and the Big O

ATTENTION SPRING RUSHEES:
Be prepared to feel the STING of the Pn, Taus

YoSetml
Party HI you're ricked!
Happy 21st Babel
LoveYa!
BoendTheBigO

ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES
Preview Dey 2 la Sat . Dec 2nd
You Must Attend
One ol the Foaowing Meetmge
Tues.. November 21 5:30-7pm
Wed., November 29 4-S:30pm
Thura., November 10 2-3: JOpm
Al Meetlnga m McFal Assembly Rm

THE ELVES ARE COMING!

WANTED
• MALE ROOMMATE WANTED ■
1 NON-SMOKING MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER NEW, 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED AND
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. GREAT PRICE ■ $130
PER MONTH PLUS UTIUTIES HURRYi THIS
ONE WONT LAST LONG FEEL FREE TO
CALL FOR MORE INFO 353 7888

BGSU Mom. Dad. Gra„ Gpe. sister, brother
$9 50 and up
Jeans-n-Thinge 531 Ridge
Open tonight HI 8:00
EXAM SPECIAL
123 95 per night
Best Western Falcon Motel
Study a relax m the privacy
of your own room
Dae 3-7 a Dec 12-14
Early ck -In »late ck -out
Continental or eekfaet t tree coffee
Reservations 352-4874 ck.-ln
Students muet enow valid BGSU ID
Not vatd for fanvty. friends or
other non-students

Wednesdays Is Lady's Night si Slammera
Al Juice drinks A Schnapps on special.
Come dance on our new dance floor

Big Ben, Buckingham Palace. Westminister
Abbey
Study et the University of East Anglla In Norwich, England. Into seeatona Nov 20 and Dec
0, 411 South Hell 7:30 pm or Call Intarnitlon
al Programs 2-2247.
Application deadline Jan 19

1 BDRM APT AVAILABLE FOR SUBLET DURING SPRING SEMESTER AT 810 N MAIN
CLOSE TO CAMPUS S275/MO CALL RONNI
3538276
1 Female needed to sublease furnished apt. for
spring '90 RentSteO'roo plus etec Plesse
Cat 352-4499
1 Female rmte needed to sublease for Spr
Sem 89 90 $182 50'mo Diahwasher Low
Ma. dose to campus Cel 354-4273

Couple would eke to adopt heelthy white Infant
We will help with expenses. Call cosset anytime, 419-472-9988
Every Men Fn 8 I 0 PM
WBGUM1 FM
The best In R a B. Rap and Dence Music
m Northweat Of«o
POWER M

1 Female roommate needed to sublease apt et
I Morry lor SprmQ 90 CAII 353 5619
1 female, non-smoking roommate needed for
Spring esmeilaf Ptaese cal Lisa at 353-4587
1 male roommate needed for Spring semester
Very close to campus $130 00 per month For
more Information cal 354-7139 and ask lor
Cart

GINA BOYAZIS He about time!
Congrats on your Phi Mu'FUl lavalering to
Dave Harvey at Akron U
Love, Lore Lee

I nonamoklng male to sublease '90 5th St
$136/mo. Indudea al unities except electric
Cal 353-8829

Hey PI Phi'sGel peyched-onty two daya until...
MON MOUTH DUO 1919
Discover Europe S Earn 6 credit hrs
Summer Study Program In France.
Ckteeee are In English
Dr Charles Chittle
wal bale more about program.
Wedneedey. November 29

9 00pm

Study In England
Study at the University of Eaal Angle In Norwich. England. Into sessions Nov 29 and Dec
.8:411 South Ha) 7 30 PM or Cal International
Programs 2-2247
Application Deadline. Jan 19
Earn 15 BG Credit Hours

Attention PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS:
Happy Hours will be held
FRI0AY DEC. 1
From 5-8 pm
At Stemmers'
Free Pizza and Drinks
Bringyourl D

PERSONALS

N you have any questions concerning homoeexuaety. cal 352-LAGA from 7-10 PM Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays Don't let ignorance guide your acttona.

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
THE STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS PARTY IS ON DEC
3, 19811 AT > PM IN 400 ED BLDO. OET EXCITED FOR OUR SILENT AUTIONI DON'T
FORGET YOUR MONEY, YOU CAN HAV E
YOUR PICTURE TAKEN WITH SANTAI BRING
A CANNED FOOD OR OLD TOY FOR OUR
COLLECTION FOR THE NEEDY I SEE YOU
THERE!

Would you Ike to earn credit towards graclmUnri while working in the nation's capital?
The Washington Center Internehlp can provide
you with mia oprjcrtunlty-don't graduate without
HI Attend the WCI Information aeaaion Friday
Dec 1 at 9 AM in the Cooperative Education Office. 238 AoYranietTatJon Bulking.

Al meetmge in McFal Assembly Rm

Typing
$i 35 per page
354-0371

HAVE YOU PICKED UP YOUR "0» KEY?
The yearbooks are In and can be picked up in
28 Weal Hal with your Student ID.

Interested m kxnlng SOLO?
the Student Organiatlon of Leadership
Development is sponsoring a reception
for interested applicants
Wedneedey. Nov 29. 9.00pm
2nd Floor. Student Services

Wed.. Nov. 29 4-5:30pm
Thura., Nov. 10 2-i:Mpm

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concema?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at354-HOPE
For Info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services

TYPING SERVICES for al types of papers
Reaaonable rates wtth accuracy
Cal 352-3987 from 8 a.m to 9 p.m.

VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES
Set . December 2nd is Preview Dey
The Office ol Admiesions is looking lor
volunteer Tour Guides to give tours to
prospective BGSU etudents ffyouare
Intereeted. come to one ol our meetings
Tues.. November 21 l:10-7pm
Wed., November 29 4-5:30pm
Thurs, November M 2-3:30pm
Al meetlnga wl be hek) In The
Assembly Room In McFal Center.

ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES
Preview Day 2 is Sat Dec 2nd
You Must Attend
One of the Following Meetlnga
Tues., Nov. 21 5:30-7pm

SERVICES OFFERED

Room 1000 BA BkJg
For more Information:
Dr Chime 372-8180 or 352-6012

1 Are you a graduating Senior with a 3.5 and
a member of Alpha Lambda Dells Freshman
Honor Society? It you are considering graduate school for the 19*0-91 academic year and
need scholarship assistance, please contact
172-2407 tor Information regarding available
lellowshiop money. Apply today - appHcellons due on January 15,1090.
•••KKG--KKG--KKG1"
Congratulations to Juee Thomas on being elected Panheeemc Secretary for 1990-Your Kappa slaters are proud of you!
"••RueriGroup9"'
Reunion Time
Meet at 5:00 on Thursday at Marks
Love. Your Rho Chi a Jute and Karen
• 'Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sorority Football Champa two years running l
Thanks to our coaches Huey and Whftey tor
leading ua to an undefeated 0-0 record!
•Ksppea-Plplv»-Kacc«e'PlPr«a1
Are you one of the lucky few to attend the
biggest date party on campus?
• MONMOUTH DU01089 •
• Kappas • PI PNa • Kappas • PI Phis •

18 and over Dance Party
Tonight at Stammers
Under 21 $2.00 cover
21 a Ever always free.

l wanted for Spring ae1 or 2 female aubkx
meater $160/mo close to campus, new carpel, own bathroom PLEASE CALL 364-4107

HeyPtPhTeGet payched-onty two daya until...
MONMOUTH DUO 1919

1 or 2 parsons needed to outjaaaava tor Spring
Semester Please cal 354-6131
2 people to eubjeayji apt, very dose to campua
$200 00 pan G»E Starting Dec 15th Cal
353-7891

Intereeted In waY/aYig a Ire* 19 Inch oofor TV,
anawrlng machine, or free pepsi and pop from
Wearielloa??llsoslayTV

Attention: 1 female. rx>n-smoking roomate
needed to sublease For spring Semeeter Furnished and May rent paid Csl 353-7973

JonUreo,
Here's to 6 months and a dey! You are the beat
I could ever want!
Love you.
Sue

Bartender needed. Apply In person. Hoedey Inn
BO
BASEBALL CARD COLLECTION
CALL- 287-3789 (local)

Kappa Kappa Gamma
1919 Sorority Football Champs!I
Second yeer In a row!
The Tradition Continues

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
1 msao needed for Spring 90 Complelefy Funnelled, Rent negotiable Cal Bel 372-3442 or
Bryan 372-7039

KKG Coachea Huey a Whftey KKG Coachea
Thanx 4 al your time, effort, a support In creating the 1919 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS
XXOO. The Kappas
PS And they said It couldn't be done again...

Female Roomate needed Spring Semeeter
$112 50'rnontn cal pam 364-4062.
FEMALE ROOMMATE. QUIET SR OR GRAD
PREFERRED
FOR FALL/SP 90' CALL
352-4141
Furn Eft. Avaaabkt immedvstely
for sublease Ivywood Apta
Cal 362-7891. or 656.2134

Large. 3 bdrm basement apt unties pax)
1375 per month cal 352-6621
MISS BGSU sCHOLARSHa? PROGRAM
CONTESTANT MEETING
Thura Nov 30. 8:00 PM 121 West Hal

Heap' Need person to rent race room In house.
Have the run of the house for 160/mo ptua ut*-

Itleo Cel Brett or Mark 353-6672
Mies Margaret is a natural bom psychic She
wil tell you your pest, present and future. She
«ri advise you on al problems of He Cal today
fjfxyourayjfjolrarnent 337-2696.

HELP! We're graduating!
Clean furnished, 2 bdrm. apt, acroee from campus-needs auMoaaoe for Spring 1990. Cal
353 9563

Needed 1 or 2 Females to sublease 2 bedroom apt Spr Semester, cheep rent, al utHtlee
paid, except electric Cel 363-9451

Mate to lubleaaa furrxehed apartment very
dose to campus cal 364-8612.
Need one mesa roommate to sublease apt. at
Buckeye House Apts. For Spring Semeeter.
Cal 353-8785

POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU8B.1 MON-FF0 8-10P.M.
POWER 88

Need: 1 lerrvsie roommate for Spring 90 aemeeter Cal 354 6633
Needed 1 Female non-smoking roommate to
eubleeee an E. Merry Apt. In spg with 2 gtrts.
can move In Exam week. Please cal between
2:30-5 Mon-Frl at 2 2930 Ask for luxe

Sue.
1

Happy Anniversary
Love. Chris

37snedeso<turnenec-s
n-Tnmge531 RldfjeSt
6-0 KKG FLAG FOOTBALL 04)
Better because we want to be
ALL SORORITY CHAMPIONS ' 1 Ml, 1009
e-0 KKG FLAG FOOTBALL M
Better because we want to be.
ALL SORORITY CHAMPIONS ■ 1988. 1989
ADOPTION
Loving Ftnancsaty Secure white Couple hoping
to share our love with an Infant completely legal
and confidential Please cat 513-429-8907
Collect anytime

VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES
Sat . December 2nd is Preview Day
The Office ol Admissions is looking lor
volunteer tour guides to give tours to
prospective BGSU students ffyouare
Intereeted. come to one of our meetings
Tues.. November 21 S:10-7pm
Wed., November 21 4-5:30pm
Thurs., November M 2-l:10pm
Al meetlnga w« be nek) In The
Assembly Room m McFal Center

Needed-One nonsmoking male roommate to
rant 1/2 on apt for spring semeeter Close to
campus Cal pat 353-8431

Theta Chi WreetUng
Sung Kl leeMeeter
All If aternrty, All campus chempion
The Winning Tradition Continues

Needed: 1 ramaes clean roorranate for spring
aemeater. S166/month. Call Becky
353-8578

Theta Chi WreetUng
KurtZaweckl
AH Fraternity. All campua champion
The Winning Tradition Contjnuee

NEEDED: Female rVjommate For spring 90
OWN ROOM - Smoker/Nonsmoker
1140/month plus utilities 1U-91M.

Thinking about Spring? Want to go eomewtvare
Sunny and warm, other then Florida such a* the
Bahamas, Cancun, or South Padre
Islands You can anjoy the tun and Sun without
putting a hole in your wallet or cleering your aav
Inge Cel Keren, 1110111 for more silo.

NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house wtth 3 girts four houses from
campua Fal and Soring Semeeter Contact
Lynn or Kelley 353-7407
NEEDED: One Male roommate to take over rent
tor Spring 90 Close to campus, Great Uvtng
conomona. Furnished Cal Ron. Lonnie. Or Dan
(364-4640) Anytime.

welcome to the Real World

by Fred Wright
THEBQiu STMt,
TEUPHoUE
SYSTEM
■STAKES
A&AIM!

^A

One bedroom apt. for
Sublease Sp 1 Summer
Semeeter Very dose to campus
and downtown 1250 00
eel 353-3672
One female nonsmoking roommete needed lo
sublease for Sptng Semeeter Trad student
preferred for one hail of a huge two bedroom
apt Cal 353-8467
One femele roornrnate needed to snare n house
vary dose to campus Own room. Rant is
$125/mo ptua unities and gaa heat Aval Immediately call or leave a message at
352-2744 Ask tor Amy
One or Two roommst es n eeded to ahare House
on Ridge Street for Spring Semeeter. and each
with own room avsrtafcte CHEAP RENT - under
$130 00 a month. Ctoae To campua and Main
street ■ Pleaae Contact Robin at 363-3347
Parson to aubteeaa an apartmant for Spring
1990 Ctoae to campua. rec, and stadium
3536465 aafc for Rodney
Rrnte. Needed for Spring of 'BO. Own room.
Rant la $200/mo Ptua gaa. •*•«■ A Phone.
353 3860.
Roommate Needed
One female roommate needed to sublease furnished apartmant across the street from campua lor Spring semester. '00 rant la
$l30 00'monthphjse*ectr(c Wia have own
room ft 2 great roommates! Please cal
354-6235 and ask lor Kathleen. Uura. or Rachaf

WSOS la now accepting appkeattona for the
position of Senior Nutrition Director Thai a) a
ful-hme. 52 weeks per year, 40 hours per
week, Adrritnistrstive Unclassified position Salary aril range between $21,000 and $25,000
• negotiable based on experience and education Send resume wtth cover letter to Carolyn
Jones. WSOS, PO Bo« 500. Fremont. OH
43420EOE
XMAS HELP
10 enthuaiaatic irxirvvduais needed to make
extra money during the Chnstmaa rush. Part
Bme hoursful time psy Cash paid defy-first
come first serve Al of BG welcome

FOR SALE
1061 Plymouth Horizon 80.000 mesa. Runs
greet. 1900 or beat offer Cal Marcee
353 8S7fS
Alpha Romeo Convertible
1873 Classic. British Racing
Green Open to offers
Cal 1-386-8612
AQUARIUMS. USED
LARGE SMALL
364-1207
FOR SALE 1978 VW Rabbit
$650 Many new parts
669-2822 after 5:00

Someone to sublease my fumiehed downtown
efttc forS27S/mon Cal 353-9457

Unioen XE 400 Cordless phone 135 00 whistler 400 radar detector $50.00 firm cal mite at
353-7600

Wanted: 1 roommateffemale. non-amoklng)
To sublease duplex apt. tor Spring 1090.
Rani only fiSOfmo plus gaa only. 'Own
room, Call 353-3587 after 6 or 353-5539

"BEVERAGE AIR" Tannltics Inc kid a (Spec
MSF STDKFor storage and/or display ol prepackaged or bottled products only) 363-3346.
352-7175, or message 874-7379

WANTTD 1 oi ? non smoking mates roomate;-,
needed for spnng semester to share house
Ctoae to Campus 130/month Free Utilities
Cal 353 6122

FOR RENT

WANTED ONE NONSMOKING FEMALE FOR
SPRING $ 130/MONTH Cal 354-8321 FOR
DETAILS.
Wa amoke. wa Drink. Wa Ika good music, and
we naad 1 or 2, mala or female roommates
aaap or for Spring semester May rent already
paid GDI's only 363-6804

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government Jobe - your
area
$17,640 - $60,486. Call
1 •602836-6885 EXT R 4244
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year Income potential De
taas 11)6028386665 Ext. Bk 4244.
BE ON T.V. many needed for commercials
Now hiring all ages For casting Wo. Cal (615)
770-7111 Ext T-461
CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring al positions Both
skilled and urwJuaed. For Information Cal (616)
779-5507 Ext

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
Free to residents of
WINTHROP TERRACE
Along with
Three greet locations
Free heat S water
24 hour maintenance
Laundromat
1 A 2 bedroom apartments
1 «2lul oaths
SPRING SEMESTER LEASES
362-9135

1 female needed to sublease apt. for Spring
semester. Not far from campus $162/mo. 1
bedroom, large apt
Cal Patti or Beth
364-8239
1 male roommate needed-Spring Semester
610 second St Apt B
Negotiable price! Cel 364-7224

CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring al positions. Both
skated and unskled For information Ca*|6l5>
770-5607 Ext H-210

2 targe Single Rooms are available m a HUGE 5
Bedroom House with 2 bathrooms and 2 Kitchanal Only 1 block from campus Reasonable
Rent Cal us at 353-4754.

CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring al poamons Both
skilled and unskded For Infonnatton Cal (615)
770-5507 Ext H 210

2 male roomies needed immediately not far
from campua, $150-160/mo. ft elec LEave
message lor Doug % 372-4711

Established media company seeks ful and parttime advertising salespeople for new entertainment publication Interns welcome. Cal Jim
244-6860

234 1/2 S Colege Available NOW! 1-2
bedrm apt Very dose to campus. Maximum
occupancy 2 people. Stove ft refrigerator provided. $296/mon. Ph
287-4686 or
1-837-5992

Let Dominos Pizza Help pay your way through
coeegs Come work tor us and receive
$100/aemester put toward tuition flexible ful
and pan time positions amiable Apply in parson and ask about details. 1616 E. Wooatar

4-person apt. 4 rent. $550'Pereon/eemester
on 2nd St
For Spring Semeeter Cel
352-8971

NANNY OPPORTUNITIES
'San Francisco • 1 girl- $1767week*
"Chicago newborn $175'week'
•Connecticut twina • $250)/week"
" Boston - Infant • SieO/wee**
'WgWa • 2 chWren - $200/week"
Many positions available
One yeer commitment necessary
Cal1-8OO-037-NANI
NEE0 EXTRA CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
Dominos Pizza Is now hiring detvery drivers.
$100 bonus after 30 days or $200 bonus after
30 daya and prior deevery experience Optional
health and We insurance benefits Flexible ful
and part time hours available Apply In person
and ask about details 1616E. Wooeter.
Need to eem hoaoay money?
Work at EBSCO Telephone Service
Start now. teem a marketable skxt and make
money. Flexible, part time (mm. 16 hrs ) and ful
lime hrs. available Guaranteed hriy. wage plus
daily bonus baaed on sales Year round employment. Guarantee yourself s spring semeeter position by working now Stop In at 113 N.
Main St. (next to David's Del) after 4:00 p.m.
forapplceslona. Interviews 4:15-6:15 p.m.
PoeltJone available for cocktail servers, waiters,
waitresses ft kitchen personnel Appryat Chi
Chl's 1606 S. Reyr-oWe Rd . or call 893-7017
between 2-4pm.
RESORT HOTELS. CRUISUNES, AIRLINES, ft
AMUSEMENT PARKS, NOW l
cations for summer fobs and <
For more Information and an apcecatton. write
National CoHegiate Recreation Service, PO Box
8074. Hilton Heed SC 20936.
Telephone Operators Wanted
X-mes Is (ust Around the corner-so we know
thai you need money. Cash savings Is hiring
morritoge or evenings. High school and coeege
students welcomed, up to $7 hr plus bonuses
paid deny ext 1 352-3888
Toledo's only FurxMnkery. Henry J's a. currently hiring energetic outgoing people who like to
have tun while they work Now la the good time
to mske extra $ for chrlatmas. Flexible scheduling and car pools ava.ls.pla Apply In person at
Henry J's After 8:00pm Wed-Sun.
Toledo'e only fundrinkery. Henry J's is currently
hiring energetic, outgoing people, who ake to
have fun white they work Now la the good time
to make extra $for Christmas. Flexible scheduling and car pools available Apply in person at
Henry J's sfter 8:00pm Wed-Sun.
Work 16 hours per weekend Our oompeny is
seeking employees to perform unskilled Ight
production work. Current openings for a new
weekend ehlft-7 1/2 hours on Saturday and 7
1/2 hours on Sunday. Plant location la only 2
blocks from BGSU campus The rate of wage la
S3 35 per hour. If interested In this weekend
ahfft, or If you can work st least 16 hours Monday thru Friday, cal the office al 364-2844 or
pick up an application at Advanced Specialty
Products, he. 428 Ctough Street, Bowing
Green. Ohio

A turn. etne. apt. for sublease $190'month.
Al unities paid Avaasble In December CAI
Zhou 372 6002 or 352 5895
Acroee from Otfenhauer. 2 bed: 2 bath: 2-3
People Cel 353-9553.
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Spring and Summer 1990
•Great location
-Huge Deck
* 2 person. 2 bedroom
-Lota of fun
Cal John or Brock Immedletety
353-9869
Apt. For sublease Spring Sem. lor 1 or 2 people comptetery furnished Extremely close to
campua. Good view. If Intereeted.c al Jan.
353-9170.
Efficiency apt. for sublease. Walking dietan ce from campua. $100 per month. All utll.
paid. Avail. Immediately. Lease ende $-16-00.
Call 353-4374.
Help! We need to sublease 2 bedroom 2 ful
bath completely fumiehed large apartment for
Spring 90 Need st least 3 people, vrl hold 6
comfortably Great neighbors Cal 353-4381
HELP!
HOMELESS??
New epactoue downtown apt. aval, for Spring
90 Diahwasher Good lor 1 or 2 people Cel
354-4466 Anytime
Houses and Apts. Close to campua - tor summer 1990 and 1990-1991 school yeer Cal
1-267-3341
Large affordable S bedroom house to suMeaeefpr Spring Semeeter. This spacious
house Includes very large kitchen, 1 1/2
baths, patio, convenient perking. Electric,
water A sewer psidl Located very does to
campus on E. Court St. Melee preferred. Call
354-2075.
Large house, 1 block from campus cheep rent
tor next asm Cel 353-5260
Nearly new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bethe. unfurn.
apt Stove, refrig ft dkUiweeher Included. Avalable now starting at S400/month
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 354-2260
Remele roommate wanted Spring semeeter
$167 50/month Own bedroom, furnished
Apt. pleaae cel end leave message 353-6730
S I V RENTALS One ft Two bedroom apt.,
houeee. available 9S12 month leases Cal
352-7464
SUBLEASE E. MERRY APT -2 BOfiM, 1 BATH.
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED CALL NOWI
363-8123
Tired of paying a slumlord? Roommate wanted
1/11 thru 6/16 No deposits. Own room and
bath 3541388
TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATE?
Perfect efficiency apt available Immediately for
quiet individual 420 S Mem #2 utartles paid
Cal 3530997
Wtnthrop Terrace Apartments ere now taking
apcecatlorie for Spring and Fal 80 leases 1 ft
2 bedroom apartmenta available. Three great
locations, heet Included, nvalntenence. laundry,
etc Cal 362-9135 or come to 400 Napoleon
Rd.

Find your pot of gold
I
in The BG News classifieds •

